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Dear All, 

 

Small is beautiful- in the words of Erich Schumacher.  

 

Tonight we were a small group, we read quite a small book and we all loved it. Quite unusual. I can't remember 

when we have all totally liked a book. Is it a record? Perhaps you can remind me if we have been unanimous in 

our praise before. 

 

What was so special about "Crow Lake?" 

 

Here are some of our thoughts:  

 

I absolutely loved it- I meant to only read a few pages to get an idea of what the book was like - and I had to 

carry on reading until it was finished 

 

I could really relate to it- it was a great book- I loved the development of the family relationships and the value 

of learning 

 

I really liked it- the descriptions of the landscapes have stayed with me 

 

I was more or less brought up by older brothers and sisters so lots of things reminded me of my own childhood 

 

It was beautifully written- not too sentimental- it kept reminding me of other books I'd read like ones by 

Gerald Durrell 

 

I think Mary Lawson is a brilliant storyteller- her pace and timing is impeccable 

 

The peripheral characters were very well observed- especially Mrs Stanovich and Miss Vernon and the doctor 

 

The storyline was tragic-  but overall it was an optimistic book 

 

The first line is terrific! "My great grandmother Morrison fixed a book rest to her spinning wheel so that she 

could read while she was spinning." 

 

I was hooked from the first line and couldn't put it down 

 

I couldn't find any flaws 

 

There was one small flaw- the tension was built up so much that I was expecting far worse things to have 

happened to the Morrisons. 

 

I found the ending slightly disappointing- I would have liked a clearer indication that Kate and Matt would 

definitely regain their former close relationship 

 

I didn't care about the Pye family- I didn't feel involved with them 

 

I cared a lot about the Pyes and found the death of Laurie very distressing 

 

I sensed the tragedy unfolding at the neighbouring farm but understood why the local community felt they 



couldn't interfere too much. 

 

I'm the first from my family to go to university - like Kate- and I empathised a lot with her predicament - her 

fear of bringing her home and her academic life together 

 

The violence was understated but powerful 

 

Had Kate become an intellectual snob? 

 

Kate idolised her brother Matt so much that she was bound to be disappointed-  it was only Kate  who viewed 

him as a failure 

 

Kate still had issues of guilt about being the only member of the family to have left Crow Lake 

 

Daniel was a very good influence on Kate- but what had he seen in her? Had she deserved him? 

 

I liked Kate a lot- she was brave and strong- if rather too introverted. 

 

This novel is going to stay with me for some time- I will recommend it to all my friends 

 

 

Rather a hotch-potch of views!  But I think they give a flavour of our overall appreciation. If the purpose of a 

novel is to entertain and to draw the reader into another world, then "Crow Lake" is very successful.  

 

"Crow Lake" is set in the isolated rural community of Northern Ontario.Canada. The most northern part of 

Canada to be populated before the next 3000 miles to the North Pole. Extremely cold and bleak in the Winter. 

Very hot in the Summer for a couple of months. Farming is a struggle- the land is not very fertile.The Morrison 

family are not farmers. Mr Morrison has received an education which enables him to work in a local bank. 

After his death, the brothers have to take work on the farms to make ends meet. 

 

Life itself is a struggle even before the tragic loss of the Morrison children's parents. The family is not wealthy. 

Mr Morrison has been helping his brothers and sisters financially and he has left very little savings.  How the 

children learn to cope and to support each other is sensitively drawn and never sentimental. Luke's decision to 

give up his teaching course at university to look after his sisters is noble. But he hasn't really wanted to 

become a teacher- that was his parents' ambition for him. He has hardly noticed Bo's existence while his 

parents were alive but he takes on the role as her father with enthusiasm. He and Bo form a close alliance and 

Matt and Kate bond as a unit too. 

 

The house is mostly in chaos but the older brothers make sure that their younger sisters always have the most 

important things.The kitchen may be messy and untidy but Kate always has a school lunch. Bo's nappies may 

be a little stained and grubby but Luke manages to regularly wash them and to change her. And they have 

healthy meals. The local community constantly bring gifts of food to their doorstep. Hams and pickles and 

perch and honey and pies. And even birthday cakes! 

 

The Morrison family motto is "Thou shalt not emote." Much of their grief is bottled up and there are explosions 

of anger and frustration between the brothers Matt and Luke. Kate withdraws into herself . The highlights of 

her childhood are her visits to the pond with Matt. Matt inspires in her a fascination with all the pond''s living 

organisms . A metaphor for the wider world? A metaphor for their own survival? And for Kate the eventual key 

for her escape- her journey to become a successful zooologist. 

 

It is from Kate's perspective that we are told the story of her family and Crow Lake. Mary Lawson skilfully 



moves from Kate's present to her past. At the heart of Kate's story is her inability to still communicate with 

Matt. Having been very close, they have drifted apart and are hardly able to talk to each other. Kate has been 

in love with her work and been unable to develop meaningful relationships- until she meets Daniel. 

 

Kate is invited to the 18th birthday party for Simon, Matt`s son, and she is very reluctant to take Daniel with 

her. She fears she would be seen as showing off her academic achievements- she is so sure that Matt has not 

used his potential. She often compares herself as a teacher with Matt and finds herself woefully lacking. She 

doesn't have the ability to inspire her students as Matt had inspired her. But we agreed that she was too hard 

on herself and was probably a better teacher than she gave herself credit for.  Kate also has issues of guilt and 

loss that she has buried deep. 

 

We all loved the development of  the characters. Each member of the family is clearly drawn. Bo, the toddler, 

is especially realistic- banging saucepan lids and stamping on spiders. The cameos of the minor characters are 

charming. 

 

 eg "Mrs Stanovich standing amidst the chaos of the kitchen, legs planted wide, bosoms heaving together 

under her cardigan in a great round agitated mass, hair raked back into a bun as if she knew Jesus didn't care  

what she looked like, and gaze around her, chins wobbling with distress." 

 

"Aunt Annie was many years older than my father, short where he had been tall, fat where he had been 

thin,and with a behind I'm glad I didn't inherit, but she had something about her and she seemed familiar to 

me straight away." 

 

Doctor Christopherson and Miss Carrington are always there for them  Miss Carrington even tries to help the 

Pye children- but in vain.The elderly Miss Vernon passes on the history of the Pye family to Kate while she 

weeds her garden. This is a remarkable piece of storytelling. It symbolises the value of oral history and is a 

tender portrayal of a young girl and a frail old woman relating to each other. 

 

We identified a host of themes.  

 

Guilt, forgiveness, loss, growing up, domestic violence, sibling love and rivalry, orphans, rural life, family life, 

close communities, neighbourly love, role models, love of nature, developing identity, the importance of 

education, loyalty and support, nature and nurture, carrying out the dreams and expectations of previous 

generations,academic life , pollution, zooological research. 

 

A novel rich in humanity and a story of hardship told sensitively. Timeless and powerful. With just a hint of 

"Anne of Green Gables." Mary Lawson is a distant relative of L:M Montgomery. We agreed that Mary Lawson 

is a talented writer. As a first novel it is outstanding and one which we all enjoyed hugely. Mary Lawson is a 

worthy addition to the current Canadian body of superb novelists. I wonder why Canada is producing such 

talent? Perhaps there is something in the clean air ? There is certainly room to breathe and to be creative. I am 

looking forward to reading her latest novel. "The Other Side of the Bridge." 

 

All the best 

 

Jan 


